GOOD DESIGN 2008
AWARDED PRODUCT DESIGNS AND GRAPHICS AND PACKAGING
THE CHICAGO ATHENAEUM: MUSEUM OF ARCHITECTURE AND DESIGN
THE EUROPEAN CENTRE FOR ARCHITECTURE ART DESIGN AND URBAN STUDIES

ELECTRONICS

**NuLook LS-2 Speaker System**
.molldesign for Nubert electronic GmbH

**Siedle Door Speaker Sets**
S.Siedle & Söhne Telefon-und Telegrafenwerke OHG.

**Siedle Hands-Free Telephone**
S.Siedle & Söhne Telefon-und Telegrafenwerke OHG.

**Philips Boundary Layer Microphone LFH 9172**
GP designpartners GmbH for Philips Austria GmbH Speech Processing

**Ci 75 Mobile Mouse**
One & Co. for Kensington

**OBID® Reader Family**
piu products for Feig Electronic GmbH

**Berker Series 1930 Porzellan Rotary Switch**
Rosenthal AG and Berker GmbH & Co. KG

**FR500 and FR1000 Field Radios**
Whipsaw, Inc. for Eton Corporation

**MEDION MP4 Player X60001**
Medion Design Team/ Medion AG

**MEDION Notebook Remote**
Medion Design Team/ Medion AG

**Blu-Ray Player MEDION life S71001**
Medion Design Team/ Medion AG
Dect Phone Serie MEDION life
Medion Design Team/ Medion AG

MEDION AKOYA S 34581 Entertainment PC
Medion Design Team/ Medion AG

MEDION 16” Notebook Belago
Medion Design Team/ Medion AG

MEDION AKOYA S Nettop PC
Medion Design Team/ Medion AG

MEDION LCD TV
Medion Design Team, Medion AG

SP Datapoint + SP Printer Pharmacy
Computer and Label Printer
KEM STUDIO for Script Pro

Beats by Dr. Dre Headphones
Ammunition, LLC for Monster Cable

HTC Touch Diamond Mobile Telephone
One & Co. for HTC

Caruso Table Radio
.moll design for T+A elektroakustik GmbH & Co. KG

D-Link HorstBox Configuration Portal
designafairs for D-Link (Deutschland) GmbH

Silent Cube
designafairs for FAST LTA AG

Logitech Mx 1100 Cordless Laser Mouse
Design Partners for Logitech

Harman Kardon Infinity Reference Series
Altitude Inc. for Harman International

Russound RFR-ES Remote
Helix Design for Russound

Upgrader Series Headphones-inEar/Earbuds UHP301
ECCO Design Inc. for Altec Lansing Technologies, Inc.

Shure KSM9 Microphone
Essential for Shure Incorporated
Fishman Acoustic Effects/AFX Pedals
Essential for Fishman Transducers, Inc.

The Sanctuary
Bluelounge Design

Cablebox
Bluelounge Design

Space Station
Bluelounge Design

Zune Premium Headphones
Teague for Microsoft

HP Blackbird 002
HP Design and Astro Studios, Inc. for Hewlett-Packard

LEICA M8 Digital Camera
Leica M8 Design Team/ Leica Camera AG

Motorola Mc17 Mobile Computer
Motorola Enterprise Mobility Innovation and Design/Motorola Inc.

Grundig Chameleon-2 19” LCD TV
Grundig Industrial Design Team/ Grundig Elektronik A.S.,

Finlux Pebblause Slim & Thin LCD TV
Vestel Electronics Industrial Design Team for Finlux

AmiNET 130M Internet Protocol
Amino Engineering/Amino Communications

Stasis FLEX Power Support System
Product Ventures for Anton/Bauer, Inc.

HP TouchSmart IQ500 Series PC
Lunar Design and HP Design for Hewlett-Packard

OLPC XOXO Laptop Computer
fuseproject for One Laptop Per Child

Sling ProHD
NewDealDesign LLC. for Sling Media Inc.

Sling SOLO
NewDealDesign LLC. for Sling Media Inc.
HP Scanjet 9120
BMW Group DesignworksUSA for Hewlett-Packard

Bowers & Wilkins Zeppelin Speaker System
Native Design for Bowers & Wilkins

Apple Keyboard
Apple Industrial Design Team/Apple Computer, Inc

Apple Wireless Keyboard
Apple Industrial Design Team/Apple Computer, Inc

iMAG
Apple Industrial Design Team/Apple Computer, Inc

IPOD Classic
Apple Industrial Design Team/Apple Computer, Inc

IPOD Nano
Apple Industrial Design Team/Apple Computer, Inc

IPOD TOUCH
Apple Industrial Design Team/Apple Computer, Inc

MAC BOOK AIR
Apple Industrial Design Team/Apple Computer, Inc

Pano Zero Client Computer
Whipsaw, Inc. for Pano Logic, Inc.

Energy Systems

Wind Power Station 850 kW
Schumann Büro für Industrielle Formentwicklung for Nordwind Energieanlagen GmbH
Environment

**Eco Trio Millenium Recycling Receptacle**
Eco Trio, LLC for The City of Chicago

**Suspension of Disbelief Stair**
Don Logan Architects with Gregory P. Luth & Associates for SunPower Corporation

**KONE FourSeasons Elevators**
KONE Design Team/KONE Corp.,

**3B Luggage Carrying System**
CPH Design A/S

**Tipi Gigante**
Jose Antonio Gandia-Blasco

**Coca Cola Refresh Bin**
fuseproject for The Coca Cola Company

**ZU+ELEMENTS MILAN**
Giorgio Borruso Design for Zu+Elements

**Newseum**
Ralph Appelbaum Associates for Newseum

**Revolution Display System**
Isao Hosoe Design for Arthema Group

**AT&T GNOC: An Interactive Experience**
Craig Stout, Derek O'Connor, Joe Karadin, Molly Lenore, and Joey Stein with INTERBRAND for AT&T
Floor / Wallcovering

SPEKTRA Flooring
In House Design/Bolon AM

Building Blox Porcelain Stone Tile Collection
Robert A. M. Stern Architects for Crossville, Inc.

PURE Contract Carpet
Anker-Teppichboden Gerbr. Schoeller GmbH + Co. KG

Stripes Carpet Collection
Ruckstuhl AG

Tuscon Collection
Clodagh Design for Bently Prince Street

Wilsonart Contract Eastern Accents Series
Wilsonart International

Lotus Flower Rug/Wall Panel/Room
Divider/Living Objects
Mary-Ann Williams for Illu Stration

Modena Wall-to-Wall Carpet
Ulf Moritz for Vorwerk & Co.
Teppichwerke GmbH & Co. KG

City Ceramic Tile City Ceramic Tile
Diego Grandi Architect for Lea Ceramiche

The Sonja Collection Mosaics by Walker Zanger
Jared Becker and Walker Zanger for Walker Zanger

Blanket Wallcovering
Rockwell Group for Maya Romanoff

Klint Woven Rug
Gunilla Lagerhem Ullberg for Kasthall
Ebony Flooring
sottsass.associati for Artigo SpA

Zero.4 Flooring
sottsass.associati for Artigo SpA

Furniture

Ally Trolley Series
speziell®-fleckenstien pohlman
schwer gbr. for Studio Domo Inc.

Questionmark Chair
Stefan Heiliger Design for Tonon & C.SpA

ZOFAR Lounge Chair XXL
Studio Harry & Camila for DEDON GmbH

Mosspink
brühl & sippold GmbH

U Too
Aksu/Suardi for Nurus A. S.

streseman co 05 Bar Stool
Neumayr Design for Hiller Objektmöbel
GmbH & Co. KG

Lines Shelf Design
Peter Maly Design und Architektur
for Ligne Roset Möbel GmbH

Wishbone Hall Stand
busk + hertzog i/s for Frost A/S

Plasma Public Seating
busk + hertzog i/s for ZERO 4 ApS

Chrysalis Stool
One & Co. for Councill Company, LLC
Revo/Manager Collection Executive Furnishing
Progetto CMR Engineering Integrated Services srl.
for Manerba SpA

Brunner Tempus Chair
Martin Ballendat for Brunner GmbH

Mr. Impossible Chair
Philippe Starck, S+ark for Kartell SpA

NUBE Armchair
Jesus Gasca for STUA S.A.

TEMPO Multifunctional Seating
Andrea Ruggiero Design for Offecct

Teknion Synapse Wood Guest Side Chair
Teknion In-House Design/Teknion Corporation

Teknion Fitz Task Seating
CGM Design LLC. for Teknion Corporation

Wilkhahn 230-1 Chair
Andreas Störiko for Wilkhahn

Royal Dune 2008 Collection Table
Richard Shemtov for Dune

CURVA Sideboard
Leo Aerts for Alinea Design Objects

LINE
Aykut Erol Industrial Product Design and Org. Corp.,

Hum. Minds at Work
Formway Design Studio/ Kimball Office
Design and Engineering

Duo Sofa
fredrieffel design for ARFA

Uno Office Furniture
Karim Rashid for Della Rovere SpA

Ahrend 750 Bench
Wijtse Rodenburg for Royal Ahrend NV
Ahrend Jetstream
North Product Design for Royal Ahrend NV

N7 Table
Norayr Khachatryan for Casamania

BCN Stool
Studio Harry & Camila for Kristalia srl.

MYDESK
Sergio Lion for Frezza SpA

Elle Chair
Luca Nichetto for Emmegi SpA

Andoo Table and Chairs
EOOS Design GmbH for Coalesse

Holy Day Table and Chairs
Jean-Marie Massaud for Coalesse

Airia Desk
Kaiju Studios for Herman Miller, Inc.

ONE_SHOT.MGX Foldable Stool
Agence Patrick Jouin for .MGX by Materialise

Knoll Cini Boeri Lounge Collection
Cini Boeri for KnollStudio/ Knoll, Inc.

HBF C Collection
fuseproject for HBF Hickory Business Furniture

cobi Chair
PearsonLloyd/ Steelcase Design Studio for Steelcase Inc.

Fronté Movable Floor-to-Ceiling
Storefront System
Inscape Design Team/Inscape

Planna Desking Products
Inscape Design Team/Inscape

Ahrend 700 Vertical Desk System
King & Miranda Design srl for Royal Ahrend NV
Kiasma Chair
Vesa Honkonen Architects for Källemo AB

Loft Lounge Chair
Shelly Shelly/Art Center College of Design for Bernhardt Design

Cosmos Coffee Table
Sotiris Lazou for Varangis Avepe S.A.

Glass Reinforced Gypsum Column Cover
Shimoda Design Group/ Steelcase Inc.

SCULPT Furniture Collection
David Weeks Studio

Topografi Seating
Jonas Wannfors for LYX

One Chair
Nørgaard Design ApS for BoConcept

Woven Front Console
Soorikian Furniture

Uffizi Office Collection
Archinet for Tuohy

Graphics / Identity / Packaging

Cicero-Year-End Edition
Ringier Publishing GmbH

Design for Democracy: Ballott + Election Design
Marcia Lausen for AIGA and The University of Illinois at Chicago

HERE 2007
Iconologic for Cooper Carry
**DYLON Brand Identity**
Coley Porter Bell for DYLON International Ltd.

**Truffel und andere Edelpilze-Truffle**
and Other Precious Mushrooms
Ruhl Studios for Fackelträger Buchverlag

**CAT-Cab Brand Identity**
Spirit Design Consulting & Services GmbH for
City AirTerminal GmbH

**DLW Luxury Vinyl**
Armstrong DLW AG

**Bretenic Limited Stationery**
Zync Communications, Inc. for
Bretenic Limited

**Signage System Trade Fair Stuttgart**
Buero Uebele Visuelle Kommunikation for
Projektgesellschaft Neue Messe Stuttgart

**Ayala’s Herbal Water Bottle Label**
Lunar Design for Herbal Water, Inc.

**Teknion 25th Anniversary Book**
Vanderbyl Design for Teknion Corporation

**Stefam Sagmeister-Things I Have**
Learned in My Life So Far
Sagmeister, Inc.

**Sancti Spíritus Wines Visual Identity**
Álvaro Pérez & Curra Medina for Vinos Sancti Spíritus

**Torch Spain Visual Identity**
Álvaro Pérez & Curra Medina for Torch Spain

**Occhio Product Book**
Martin et Karczinski for AML Licht + Design GmbH

**Martin et Karczinski Self-Portrait**
Martin et Karczinski

**Inoutic Trade Fair Display**
Martin et Karczinski for Inoutic/Deceuninck GmbH
Occhio Trade Fair Display
Martin et Karczinski for AML Licht + Design GmbH

Banana Republic Discover Collection
Martin et Karczinski for Banana Republic

Adris Annual Report
Bruketa & Zinic OM for Adris Group

Aritzia Shopping Bags
Concrete Design Communications, Inc. for Aritzia

Aritzia Gift Boxes
Concrete Design Communications, Inc. for Aritzia

MASS LBP Identity
Concrete Design Communications, Inc. for Mass LBP

Alter Ego Identity
Concrete Design Communications, Inc. for Alter Ego

KUKA AG Annual Report
3st kommunikation GmbH for KUKA AG

MorphoSys AG Annual Report 2007
3st kommunikation GmbH for MorphoSys AG

Volkswagen Annual Report 2007
3st kommunikation GmbH for Volkswagen Aktiengesellschaft

Sparebanken Vest Card Design
Innoventure Design Center for Sparebanken Vest

Kaupthing Bank Card Design
Innoventure Design Center for Kaupthing Bank

Indi--Graphic Tribute to Alfred Hitchcock
Trove for BDE

CA Immo Umbrella Campaign
WEIN NORD Werbeagentur GmbH for CA Immobilien Anlagen AG

Robert Bosch Tool Corporation Litheon Ion Packaging
Imagine, Inc for Robert Bosch Tool Corporation

Radio.de Stationery
feldmann + schultchen design studios for Radio.de
Radio.de Interface
feldmann + schultchen design studios for Radio.de

CA Immo International Annual Report
WEIN NORD Werbeagentur GmbH for CA Immobilien Anlagen AG

OZON PACK
Stavitsky Design for Ozon

Monkey on Your Back? Magazine Advertisement
Pure Fusion Media for Pro Image Installers, Inc.

SURFACE Cleaning and Care Products
Audiovox Accessories Corporation

Business Card Collateral
GGA

Google Creative Consciousness
fuseproject for Google Inc.

Intel Viiv Logo
Addis Creson for Intel Corporation

Kashi TLC Packaging
Addis Creson for Kashi TLC.

SHN Corporate Identity and Brand
Addis Creson for SHN

Project Better Place Logo
Addis Creson for Project Better Place

Kidfresh Identity
Addis Creson for Kidfresh, LLC.

Elevance Branding and Identity
Addis Creson for Elevance Renewable Sciences, Inc.

Qua Baths and Spa Identity
Addis Creson for Harrah’s Entertainment, Inc.

the TYPES Packaging
Stavitsky Design for garage rock group “the TYPES”

Shu Uemura Rouge Unlimited Lipstick Packaging
TsAO & McKOWN Architects for Shu Uemura International
Thomson Reuters Brand and Identity  
Interbrand for Thomson Reuters

IDEAL DIALOG  
Daniel Priester--Böro für Gestaltung for  
IDEAL and Priester GmbH & Co. KG

Moorman Brochure  
Jäger & Jäger for Nils Holger Moorman GmbH

D_X Brand and Identity  
Valladares Diseño y Communicion for D_X

Milliken Marco Polo Product Brochure  
Baker Company for Milliken Contract

Details Showroom Design/Graphics  
Hunsberger-Stap for Details,A Steelcase Company

Concepts BY HOCHTIEF Magazine  
Dirk Linke for HOFFMAN UND CAMPE Corporate  
Publishing for HOCHTIEF Aktiengesellschaft

Evonik Magazine  
Redaktion 4 for HOFFMAN UND CAMPE Corporate  
Publishing for

Folio  
Redaktion 4 for HOFFMAN UND CAMPE Corporate  
for Publishing Evonik Industries AG

Gaggeneau New Spaces Magazine  
Dirk Linke for HOFFMAN UND CAMPE Corporate  
Publishing for HOCHTIEF Aktiengesellschaft

WEMPE MAGAZINE  
Johannes Erler for HOFFMAN UND CAMPE Corporate  
Publishing for Gerhard D. Wempe KG

Artistic Tile Advertising Campaign  
2006-2007  
Chillingworth Radding Inc

DVA (Two) Magazine/Pre-Issue Number 0  
Design Center Ltd.
Signage System Kreissparkasse Ludwigsburg
Identity-Building Program
L2M3 Kommunikationsdesign GmbH for Kreissparkasse Ludwigsburg

Evonik Annual Report: THE FIRST
XEO GmbH for Evonik Industries AG

Wimbledon Invitation Poster
Radley Yeldar Ltd,

Malcolm Hollis Corporate Identity Programs
Radley Yeldar Ltd. for Malcolm Hollis LLP.

PartyGaming Annual Report
Radley Yeldar Ltd. for PartyGaming Plc.

Understanding Slavery Initiative
Radley Yeldar Ltd. for The National Martime Museum

Design Republic Corporate Identity Program
neri & hu design and research office (NHDRO) for Design Republic, Inc.,

Zoetrope: All-Story Magazine
Tim Roth for Zoetrope: All-Story

Zoetrope: All-Story Magazine
Marilyn Minter for Zoetrope: All-Story

Y Water
fuseproject for Y Water Inc.

Exclusive Collection Book Ulf Moritz
Ulf Moritz for Vorwerk & Co. Teppichwerke GmbH & Co. KG

Hardware

“A Class” Lever Handle
Danny Chiriano for Architrend
SOMBRERO Cable Manager
Andrea Ruggiero Design for Mockett & Co.

ZH Duemilacinque Door Lever
Zaha Hadid Architects for Valli & Valli SpA

Household Products

22 Wall Accessory
Omer Arbel for Bocci

BISTRO Coffee Press
BODUM Design Group/BODUM AG

Bio-Ethanol Fireplace GAYA
Studio Roderick Voss for Safretti BV

CANTEEN Tea Cup Infuser Set
BODUM Design Group/BODUM AG

JURA-Capresso ENA 5 Ristretto Black
Dandio & Buttler for JURA Elektroapparate AG

For Two Universal Kitchen Knife
Giselheid Herder-Scholz for Windmuehlenmesser Manufactur GmbH & Co. KG

Knife Holder and Sharpener with Knives
Giselheid Herder-Scholz for Windmuehlenmesser Manufactur GmbH & Co. KG

Cork Cutting Board
Evad Flor for Architec

Kuhn Rikon Mortar and Pestle
Kuhn Rikon Design and Development/Kuhn Rikon AG

Tassimo (4512 UC)
Gregor Luippold for BSH Bosch and Siemens Hausgeräte GmbH
Flare Luxury Lighter
Jozeph Forakis for Kikkerland Design Inc.

Magnetic Rotary Timer
Jozeph Forakis for Kikkerland Design Inc.

Kirstu Storage Chest
Ilkka Suppanen for Marimekko Corporation

O XO Good Grips 2 in 1 Bag Holder
ION for O XO International, Inc.

Soy Scapes Line
Tupperware Product Development
Group/Tupperware Belgium N.V.

Allegra Line
Tupperware Product Development
Group/Tupperware Belgium N.V.

Terraillon Maya Baking Scales
Design Partners for Terraillon

Adjustable Hook (2-Way Hook)
Klaus Goebbels and Isabel Hamm for ODIN

Grocery Bag Trash Can
Vordenberg Design Studio for Polder, Inc.

Airblade Hand Dryer
James Dyson for Dyson Ltd

Braun Toaster
Joe Doucet/Bond for SelectNY

Fuego Modular
Ammunition LLC. for Fuego North America

Neo Cookware
Frederik Aerts for Berghoff Worldwide

Neo Drawer Knife Block
Frederik Aerts for Berghoff Worldwide

Neo Coffee-Espresso Set
Frederik Aerts for Berghoff Worldwide
John Pawson Cookware for Demeyere
John Pawson for Demeyere NV

Signature knives, block with in built sharpener
Paul de Bretton-Gordon for Robert Welch Designs Ltd.

Paper Towel Holder
Michael Graves Design Group for Phoenix Vacuum Flask Co. Ltd. and Target Corporation

OZERO Instant Read Digital Thermometer
Pensa LLC. for OXO International, Inc.

OXO Good Grips Strawberry Huller
Pensa LLC. for OXO International, Inc.

Fuego 02 Electric
Ammunition LLC. for Fuego North America

Travelmate Travelling Fire
Studio Vertijet for Comoto J. Wagner GmbH & Co. KG

Zyliss Straight-Handled Peelers
RKS design team for Zyliss USA Corp.

KOR ONE Hydration Vessel
RKS design team for KOR Water, Inc.

Zyliss “Smart Touch” Salad Spinner
RKS design team for Zyliss USA Corp.

Zyliss Y-Handled Peelers
RKS design team for Zyliss USA Corp.

Eva Solo Nesting Box
Tools Design for Eva Denmark A/S

PRESSO Double Wall Glass Cups with Silicone Band
BODUM Design Group/BODUCM AG
Industrial

Wafios FMK 2 CNC Coiling and Bending Machine
Design Tech for Wafios AG

Buerkle Ypsator Multi-Opening Laminator
Design Tech for Robert Buerkle GmbH

Crown GPC 3000 Series Low-Level Order Picker
Crown Design Center/Crown Equipment Corporation

Heidelberg Speedmaster XL 162 Press
Heidelberg Industrial Design/Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG

Heidelberg Prinect Press Center
Heidelberg Industrial Design/Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG

8-Foot Asphalt Road Paver Line Vision 5100-2 and 5103-2
Dialogform GmbH for Joseph Vögele AG

Kitchen / Appliances

Substance & Element Faucet Series
S21 for AF New York

bulthaup b2 Kitchen Workshop
EOOS Design GmbH for Bulthaup GmbH & Co. KG

Refrigerator CI 30 RP 00
Siemens Design Team/Siemens Electrogeräte GmbH
Wine Storage Cabinet CI 24 WP 00
Siemens Design Team/Siemens Electrogeräte GmbH

Indesit Multiplo Oven and Cooktop
Marco Fagioli Studio for Indesit Company SpA

Ola Cooker Hood
Team Elica/Elica SpA

WOLF E Series Built-In Wall Ovens
Cesaroni Design Associates, Inc. for Wolf Appliance Company LLC.

Küppersbusch EKIW957.OF Induction Cooktop
Küppersbusch Hausgeräte AG

36e8 System Modular Kitchen
Daniele Lago for Lago SpA

John Lewis JLBIHD908 Cooker Hood
Electrolux Design Centre Europe for John Lewis Partnership

Electrolux Dishwasher
Frank Downing for Electrolux Major Appliances

Gaggenau BL 253 Lift Oven
H. Reinhard Segers for Gaggenau Hausgeräte GmbH

Bosch 800 Series Gas Cooktop
Bosch Home Appliances Corporation

Tara Ultra Professional Mixer
Sieger Design GmbH & Co. KG for Aloys F. Dornbracht GmbH & Co. KG

Siemens coolDuo KA62DP90 Side-by-Side Refrigerator
Siemens Design Team/Siemens Electrogeräte GmbH

Trim Modular Kitchen
Dante Bonuccelli Architect for Dada

Gutmann Futura
VanBerlo B.V. for Exklusiv-Hauben Gutmann GmbH

Siemens Fridge-Freezer Combination
Siemens Design Team/Siemens Electrogeräte GmbH
Siemens Freezer FI 18 NP 00  
Siemens Design Team/Siemens Electrogeräte GmbH

Siemens Freezer FI 24 DP 00  
Siemens Design Team/Siemens Electrogeräte GmbH

Whirlpool Duet Steam Washer in Aspen Green  
Whirlpool Brand Studio/ Whirlpool Corporation

Maytag EpicZ Washer in Arctic Blue  
Whirlpool Brand Studio/ Whirlpool Corporation

Bosch Axxis Laundry Front-Loading Stackable Washer  
Marken Design Bosch, Robert Bosch Electrogeräte GmbH

Miele G2002 Dishwasher  
Miele & Cie, KG

Miele CVA4061 & CVA-4066 Coffee Systems  
Miele & Cie, KG

Miele KM5700 Series Induction Cooktops  
Miele & Cie, KG

Wave Kitchen  
allmilmö Zeiler Möbelwerke GmbH & Co. KG

Zephyr Plane Range Hood  
Amunition LLC for Zephyr Ventilation

KUBE Kitchen Cabinetry  
Giovanni Offredi Design for Snaidero Rino SpA

Lighting

NORAY Exterior Lamp  
Josep Luis Xuclà for DBA
Falling Suspension Lamp
Tobias Grau for Tobias Grau GmbH

Silvus Interior and Exterior Sconce
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill for Ivalo Lighting Inc.

Paroq Light
Oldsjö Hultgren Design for Dark nv

LED Headboard Lamp
Tihany Design for Louis Baldinger & Sons Inc.

Chubby Light Fixture
Davy Grosemans/Das Ding for Dark nv

DPS.040.01 Ceiling Mounted Light
Works.PSLAB Team/Product PSLAB

Medusa Light
Mikko Paakkanen Design for SAAS Instruments

JP Bengala Reading Lamp
Jorge Manuel Moreira Passos for Osvaldo Matos, Lda

Mensa Rhombus
Michael Koch/i Design AG for FL Metalltechnik AG

Neo Light
Jan Kleihues for Semperlux AG

LINK Light
Ray Power for Lzf Lamps sl

MIKADO Light
Miguel Herranz for Lzf Lamps sl

Studioilse w08
Studioilse for Wästberg

Massaud w08
Studio Massaud for Wästberg

Irvine w08
James Irvine srl for Wästberg

Gea (ref: GE03) Floor Lamp
Auturo Álvarez for arturo alvarez
CIELOS System of Modular Light Panels
Billings Jackson Design for ZUMTOBEL Lighting GmbH

Diffrient Work Light II
Niels Diffrient and Matt Sommerfield for Humanscale

Lightolier Vetro Downlight Family
tool., Inc. for Lightolier

Blow Table Lamp
Pio Toso and Tito Toso for Studio Italia Design

Flap Spotlight
Dirk Wortmeyer for Wortmeyer Licht

Cabildo Terra Floor Lamp
Eric Solè for Artemide

Mercury Suspenione Ceiling Fixture
Ross Lovegrove/Studio X for Artemide

Pirce Suspension Lamp
Giuseppe Maurizio Scutellà/Pregnana Milanese for Artemide

accolade 5 Ceiling-and Wall-Mounted
Ambient/Accent Lighting
a.light In-House Lighting Design and Engineering Team

China Table Lamp
Nicola Gallizia Design Studio for Penta srl

SARUS Lighting Collection
David Weeks Studio for Ralph Pucci

Kristall Chandelier Large
Jonas Wannfors for LYX

Erubo Luminaire
Kristof Pycke and Pieter Schotsmans for Kreon NV

Baby Fish Tide LED Light
Mark Tholen and Catherine Lin for TYYZ Lumolar
Medical

**Dental Treatment Unit**  
Slogdesign for KaVo Dental, GmbH

**Ambient Line Multifunctional Light Sail**  
for Intensive Care Units (IUC)  
Held + Team for Trumpf GmbH

**TissueSeal Surgical Instrument**  
for Sealing Vessels  
Held + Team for Bowa Electronic GmbH

**Forano Hospital Tapings**  
Held + Team for Greggersen Gasetechnik GmbH

**Speq(tm) Pocket Sized Ultrasound System**  
Design + Industry Design Team

**Gendex Expert DC Intraoral X-Ray System**  
Cesaroni Design Associates for KaVo Dental  
Corporation-Gendex Dental Systems

**ForeSeeHome-Macular Perimeter**  
I2D for Notal Vision

**LEVO C3 Electrical Driven Standing Wheelchair**  
i Design AG for Levo AG

**In Touch Bed**  
Sundberg-Ferar Inc. for Styker Medical

**ACCU Plus/Card Charger**  
VARTA Microbattery

**Bellavista 1000 Respirator**  
Design Form Technik AG for imtmedical

**Lumbo TriStep**  
Resolut Design for Otto Bock Health Care
Stella LED Surgical Luminaire  
Barski Design for Draeger Medical AG & Co. KG

Quicklink” Loader  
Big Bang for C. R. Bard/Bard Urological Division

NetGuard Clinician Alert System  
Stratos Product Development, LLC. and In-House Datascope  
PM Design Group for Datascope Patient Monitoring

Zon Hearing Aid  
Stuart Karten Design for Starkey Laboratories

3M ESPE LAVA TM Chairside Oral Scanner (C.O.S.)  
MANTA Product Development Inc. for Brontes Technologies, Inc./a 3M Company

be by ReSound Hearing Aids  
R&D PD Mechanical Development/GN ReSound, ReSound

V3 Wall Station  
Shea + Latone for Humanscale

Office Products

Fellowes Galaxy Comb Binding Machine  
Product Development Technologies, Inc. for Fellowes Ltd.

Alu-Shredder AL1  
Daniel Priester-Büro für Gestaltung for  
IDEAL Krug & Priester GmbH & Co. KG
Personal

**Umbellae (Parasol)**
L’Anverre for The Nomad Concept

**Kimono Leatherbag 21408**
Wolfgang Olbrisch for Olbrish Produkt GmbH

**XEMEX Piccadilly Calendario Reserve Watch**
Ruedi Külling for XEMEX Swiss Watch AG

**beta.pen**
Axel Weinbrecht for axel weinbrecht design

**Lindberg Temple 16 Eyewear**
Lindberg Design Team for Lindberg A/S

**Slight® OnePiece Eyewear**
Designit A/S for Eye Eye Denmark A/S

**Medela 2008 Core Line Bags for Breastpumps**
Product Development Technologies, Inc. for Medela, Inc.

**LAMY noto Ballpoint Pen**
Naoto Fukasawa Design for C. Josef Lamy GmbH

**Oclock Clock**
Anthony Duffeleer,/FRAP for Van Esch BV

**Progetto 6 Clock**
Nicola Gallizia Design Studio for G. Ballardini S.N.C.

**zyo-specs-Spectacles with Ceramic Hinge**
Fabian Hofmann and Thomas Bischoff for whiteout & glare GmbH
Protective Equipment

**Armadillo Demining Protection**
Kode Design AS for Rofi Industrier AS

**Ahura Scientific TruDefender FT**
Altitude Inc. for Ahura Scientific

**FireGround Compass®,**
MAGNET, Inc. for Halcyon Products, Inc.

**G-Host**
Isao Hosoe Design for Control Video

**PROJECT Magnetic Frame**
HABLE Design Team/ HABLE-Rahmen GmbH

**RESQTEC Ram V4**
VanBerlo B.V. for RESQTEC

Robotics / Bionics

**i-LIMB Hand**
Touch Bionics

**AirJelly-An Airborn Jellyfish with Electric Drive Unit**
Effekt Technik GmbH and Corporate Design/Festo AG & Co. KG

**AquaJelly-An Artificial Jellyfish with Electric Drive Unit**
Effekt Technik GmbH and Corporate Design/Festo AG & Co. KG
Sports and Recreation

Victory RF Binoculars
Hannes Wettstein AG for Carl Zeiss Sports Optics GmbH

Atomic D2 Vario Cut Skiis
Atomic Product Management Alpine/Atomic Austria GmbH

RuRoC Helmet
Curventa Design Team for RuRoC

MINOX HG 10x43 Binoculars
Jens Kohlhase/Volkswagen Design for MINOX GmbH

Mutiny Snowboard Helmet
tool., Inc. for Burton Snowboards/Red Protection

NYC Helmet
fuseproject for NYC Department of Health and Mental Hygiene

BMW Cruising Bike
BMW Group Design/BMW AG

BMW Sport Integral Helmet
BMW Group Design/BMW AG

BMW Sport Suit
BMW Group Design/BMW AG

Tabletop

Rapid Ice Cooling Carafe
P. Kerkhof for Vacu Vin BV
Fruitpress A7Design Art.-Nr. 3001-1020
designafairs for Auerhahn Bestecke GmbH

Dining Concept “Landscape”
Studio Patricia Urguiola for Rosenthal AG

Coffee Maker 6991070
Destudio Eltner for Erste Bayreuther Porzellanfabrik Walküre, GmbH

H-ART Cutlery
David Limina for Sambonet Paderno Industrie SpA,

Riedel Swan Decanter
Riedel Crystal

Salad Servers
JohnPawson for when objects work

Tokyo Tumbler
Michael Boehm for Sahm GmbH + Co. KG

Sinus Tumbler
Michael Boehm for Sahm GmbH + Co. KG

Eva Solo Dish Cloth
Tools Design for Eva Denmark A/S

Eva Solo Thermo Water Flask
Tools Design for Eva Denmark A/S

Petra Electric KM50
designafairs GmbH for petra-electric GmbH & Co. KG

Sequence Bowl
One & Co. for Materialise.MGX

V2 Glass Collection
EZEQUIEL FARCA for Nouvel Studio

Karri Flatware
In-House Design/ Studio William Welch Ltd.,

Pyrex Teardrop Bowl
Essential for Pyrex, World Kitchen, LLC.

POP Up Bottle Cap Remover
Giovanni Alessi Anghini for Alessi SpA
TAVERN Tankard
Carsten Kehrein for RASTAL GmbH & Co. KG

Chopsticks for JAL First Class In-Flight Meal
tripod design co., ltd. for Japan Airlines International Co., Inc.

CHA-CHA Salt or Pepper Shaker
Arman Emami for EMAMIDESIGN

one or a bunch Vases
Rick Lewis for seven02 design

Timeless Chocolate Fondue Set
Maatti Design for Newbridge Silverware, Newbridge, Co.

Salt and Peppermills
Caroline Schäfer, Werksdesign, WMF AG

Basket Lounge
Metz & Kindler Produktdesign for WMF AG

Zisha Tea Project
neri & hu design and research office (NHDRO) for Design Republic, Inc.

Textiles

Ypsilon CS (Decoration: 6 Colors)
nya nordiska textiles GmbH

Tatami CS (Decoration: 5 Colors)
nya nordiska textiles GmbH

Paso Doble CS (Decoration: 30 Colors)
nya nordiska textiles GmbH

Katsu (Decoration: 4 Colors)
nya nordiska textiles GmbH

Isabella (Decoration: 5 Colors)
nya nordiska textiles GmbH
Art Work (Decoration: 3 Colors)  
nya nordiska textiles GmbH

Galaxy (Decoration: 2 Colors)  
nya nordiska textiles GmbH

Full Circle Textile Collection  
Full Circle Artisans for 3form

Parametre by 3form  
Full Circle Artisans for 3form

New Century Modern Upholstery Fabric  
Luna Textiles

Manufactured Landscapes Collection  
Suzanne Tick for Tandus

Root  
In-House Design Team/ Eagle  
Products Textil GmbH

Fokus Fabrik’s Interior Fabrik Collection  
Fokus Fabrik

Nimbus Wallcovering  
Lori Weitzner Design

Rosette Acoustic Wall Panel  
Anne Kyyro Quinn

Serious Fun Textiles  
Jaime Hayon and Nienke Klunder for Bernhardt Design

Black and White Collection  
Momentum Group Studio/ Momentum Group

Tools

Eclipse Solar Energy Torch  
XD Design Studio/Xindao BV
Thermo Fisher Scientific Niton XL3 Series Analyzer
Altitude Inc. for Thermo Fisher Scientific

Precision Cutter
Karim Rashid for Slice

Duracell L.E.D. Flashlight
Ideaiz for The Proctor & Gamble Company

FISKARS Gingher Rotary Cutter
Renquist Design for Fiskars Brands, Inc.

FISKARS 9920 Garden Multi-Snip with Sheath
Fiskars Sauk City NPD Group/ Fiskars Brands, Inc

FISKARS 9900 Rear Pivot Bypass Pruner
Fiskars Sauk City NPD Group/ Fiskars Brands, Inc

FISKARS 9111 Carabiner Bypass Pruner
Fiskars Sauk City NPD Group/ Fiskars Brands, Inc

FISKARS 7819 Rear Pivot Grass Shears
Fiskars Sauk City NPD Group/ Fiskars Brands, Inc

BR 30/4 C Scrubber Dryer
Kärcher Design Team/Alfred Kärcher GmbH & Co. KG

WV50 Window Vac with Rechargeable Battery
Kärcher Design Team/Alfred Kärcher GmbH & Co. KG

T400 Hard Surface Cleaner
Kärcher Design Team/Alfred Kärcher GmbH & Co. KG

HC10 High-Pressure Hybrid Cleaner
Kärcher Design Team/Alfred Kärcher GmbH & Co. KG

Transportation

MT 6127 ZL Lawn Tractor
Busse Design + Engineering GmbH for Viking GmbH
Vanderbrink GTO
Vandenbrink Design for Hietbrink Coachbuilding

Mercedes-Benz GLK
Mercedes-Benz Design/Daimler AG

Venturi Eclectic
Sacha Lakic Design for Venturi Automobiles

BRP Can-Am Spyder Roadster
BRP Design Team/Bombardier Recreational Products Inc.,

Audi A5
Walter M. de Silva/Audi AG

BMW Motorcycle G450X
BMW Group Design/BMW AG

BMW Motorcycle F800 GS
BMW Group Design/BMW AG

BMW HP2 Sport
BMW Group Design/BMW AG

BMW R1200 GS Motorcycle
BMW Group Design/BMW AG

BMW 3 Series Convertible
BMW Group Design/BMW AG

BMW 1er Coupe
BMW Group Design/BMW AG

MINI Cooper Clubman
BMW Group Design/BMW AG

Children’s Products

Cybex i.GO Babycarrier
KONCERN DESIGN for Cybex Industrial Ltd.
Argus Bean & Bean Sprout Children’s Digital Camera  
TEAMS Design for Argus Camera Company, LLC.

Bath and Accessories

Ciela Shower Partition
NOA Design Studio for HOESCH Design GmbH

LG Pennello Vanity Countertop
H3 Innenarchitektur for LG Chem Europe

Unidrain Bathroom Wellness Centre
Claus Dyre for Unidrain

EUCLIDE Mixer
Alessandro Mendini for Mamoli Robinetteria SpA

Adjustable Shower Caddy
LDA Design Team, LDA LLC. for Simplehuman

Moen Cascata Faucet
Essential for Moen

Product Tahi Termostatic Mixer
Methven Design Team/ Methven

Clock Work Mixer
Davide Vercelli for Rubinetterie Ritmonio srl

Symetrics
Sieger Design GmbH & Co. KG for Aloys F. Dornbracht GmbH & Co. KG

Loop Double Vanity Ceramic Washbasin
with Ceramic Waste .moldesign for Villeroy + Boch AG

Tara.Single-Hole Basin Mixer
Sieger Design GmbH & Co. KG for Aloys F. Dornbracht GmbH & Co. KG
Moso Bamboo Vessel
Michael Zimber for Stone Forest

Projezioni Washbasin
Carlo Martino with Corporate Design
Catalano/Ceramica Catalano srl

GROHE Rainshower Body Sprays
GROHE Design Team/Grohe AG

+/- Dror Medicine Cabinet
DROR for Boffi SpA

LADOPLAN
Franz Kaldewei GmbH & Co. KG

CeraLine Linear Drainage Systems for Showers
Johannes Dallmer for Dallmer GmbH + Co. KG

Zentrix Showers Drainage
Johannes Dallmer for Dallmer GmbH + Co. KG

CeraNiveau Showers Drainage
Johannes Dallmer for Dallmer GmbH + Co. KG